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Species Distribution Modeling (SDM)

Model the relationship between species and their habitat.

Figure : The distribution of Western Meadowlark across the western United
States in June 2009.
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eBird Project
A large-scale citizen science project that engages people to identify
birds and report their observations in the form of checklist to eBird.
50K individuals, 70M observations, 200 countries and 3K species.

Figure : The total number of eBird observations per month
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eBird system

Figure : An overview of the eBird system
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Data Quality Control in eBird Project

Data quality is a big challenge for eBird and the key is to identify outliers
(ie. observations of a species that is unusual for a location and/or date) as
either:

unusual valid observations.

mis-identified (invalid) observations.

? There is no ground truth of the occupancy of a region for evaluation.
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Challenges of data quality control in eBird Project

Different from other citizen science projects:

eBird observers collect the actual data rather than annotating data
that has already been collected.

eBird is a high-volume and low per-datum information system.

eBird observers are of different expertise.

Our strategy:

Identify general observational patterns for a geographic region,
allowing data quality filters to emerge from the data itself.
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Expert-Defined Filters

Expert-defined filters define the time periods of bird occurrence in
one region based on regional experts’ experience.

eBird project project employs more than 1200 expert-defined filters
presently.

Figure : Expert-defined filter for Chipping Sparrow in Tompkins County, NY.
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Data review process

More than 550 experts volunteer their time to review flagged obs.

80% of flagged obs can be reviewed fairly fast in 5-10 secs.

20% require following up with the observer and ask for more details
and often takes 2-5 mins per obs.

1% of those require even longer to review.

In 2010, 4% (720k obs) of all the observations were flagged for review and
1.5% (11k obs) of them turned out to be invalid.
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Drawbacks of expert-defined filters

1 Generate a large volume of flagged observations for review.

2 Fail to capture some of the false positives.

3 Cannot easily apply to regions without existing regional experts.
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Automated Data Filter
1 Emergent Data Filter: a data-driven filter that identifies unusual

observations.
2 Data Quality Model: machine learning model that predicts birder

expertise to help identify potentially invalid observations.

Figure : Automated Data Filter in eBird system.
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Emergent Data Filter
It calculates the frequency of bird occurrence from historical data,
defines the accepted time period and identifies unusual observations.
5% threshold, often more conservative than expert-defined filter.

Figure : Accepted time period of Emergent Data Filter for Chipping Sparrow in
Tompkins County, NY.
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Data Quality Model
It accepts unusual observations from birders of high expertise and
flags those from birders of low expertise.
Use Occupancy-Detection-Expertise (ODE) Model to predict the
expertise of birders.

Figure : Occupancy-Detection-Expertise Model for a single species.
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Occupancy-Detection-Expertise (ODE) Model

A graphical model describing how the data is generated when
imperfect detection exists.

Extend the classical Occupancy-Detection model to incorporate
birders’ expertise as an influencing factor.

Make inference of birders’ expertise based on their level of experience
and their historical observational data.
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Expert-defined Filter VS. Automated Data Filter
We adjust the threshold in Emergent data filter so that it is always more
conservative than expert-defined filter.

Region Expert-defined
filter

Emergent data
filter

Automated data filter

A accept accept accept
B? accept review accept if obs is from ex-

perts, o.w. review
C? review review accept if obs is from ex-

perts, o.w. review

? There is no invalid/valid designation by eBird reviewers for region B, but they do for region C.
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Case Study

Data
I eBird data in Tompkins Co. from Jan 2003 to Jun 2011.

Emergent data filter:
I Calculate the day-of-year frequency based data gathered from 2003 to

2011.
I Generate accepted time period using 5% threshold.
I Smooth the frequency with a 7-day window.

Data quality model:
I Training data: 2009 and 2010 eBird Reference Data.
I eBird project leaders manually labeled 134 experts and 229 novices to

train ODE model.
I Run ODE model on 18 species (8 common + 10 uncommon species).
I Average across 18 species for the final expertise prediction.
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Result I: reduce workload of reviewing

Reduce the workload of reviewing flagged observations by approx. 43%.

Filter Expert-
defined filter

Emergent
data filter

Automated
data filter

# of flagged obs 4006 35425 2303
Time for review 101 hrs 890 hrs 58 hrs
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Result II: identify more invalid observations

Figure : The fraction of valid and invalid records among all records in region C.

If we use the 65% as a lower bound, you can find 52% more invalid records
using the automated data filter.

Filter Expert-
defined filter

Automated
data filter

# of invalid obs 985 1497
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Questions?
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